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Necessary and sufftcient conditions for a functional T to be representable by 
fuzzy-measure are given. The calculus of the minimal ar and the maximal fir fuzzy- 
measures which represent the functional T and the fuzzy-integrals f( ) da, and 
f ( ) d/IT are made explicit in terms of T. Moreover, it is shown that, in case T is 
defined on a fuzzy-domain of integration Et, every f~ B is &measurable. Finally 
some functionals related to fuzzy additive measures are presented. 0 1988 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a non-empty set and 9(X) the family of all subsets of X. A set- 
function CC S(X) -+ [0, l] is called a fuzzy measure on X, if 
44) = 0 and a(X) = 1 (1.1) 
a(A) < a(B) for all couples A, B in P(X) and AcB. (1.2) 
F,,,(X) will represent he set of all fuzzy measures on X. To every fuzzy 
measure a we make correspond the fuzzy integral ff( . ) da (defined on the 
set [0, 13” of all functions from X into [0, 1 ]), 
f f da= V Ct A a({fat})]. for all f E [O, 1 lx, (1.3) X fE co, 11 
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where v and A stand for the supremum and the infimum, respectively. 
These notions of fuzzy measures and fuzzy integrals were proposed and 
studied by Sugeno in his Ph.D. dissertation and can be found in many 
papers [l, 3,4, 7, 9, 10, . ..). 
An equivalent definition of fuzzy integral is given by 
f xf da= /j Ctv a(U”~tI)l, for all fE [0, I]“. (1.3’) 
fE co, 11 
The main purpose of this paper is to study the functionals representable 
as fuzzy integrals (1.3). The arguments desployed are similar to those 
of [2] and [S]. More precisely, if B is a non-empty subset of [0, l]“, then 
a functional T: B + [0, l] will be said to be a functional representable by 
fuzzy measure if there exists a fuzzy measure a such that: 
T(/)=fxfda for all fE B. (1.4) 
In this case, we will briefly say that a represents T. The set of all the 
fuzzy measures that represent T will be indicated by M,. 
If T is representable by fuzzy measure, then 
(T.1) fGg* T(f)GTk) 
(T.2) T(f v a) = T(f) v a and T(f A a) = T(f) A a, 
whenever a E [0, 1 ] and the functions g, f, f v a, f A a belong to B. If B is 
a fuzzy domain of integration, then conditions (T.l) and (T.2) are also 
sufficient for the representability by fuzzy measure (see Theorem 2.2). 
It is important to point out that 
THEOREM 1.1. Zf T is representable by fuzzy measure, then the set M, of 
all the fuzzy measures that represent T have both a minimal and a maximal 
element. Zf we indicate by aT and by br, respectively, this minimal and this 
maximal element, then 
This is a simple consequence of the fact that for all non-empty families 
{ai}; of F,JX) it is true that 
f,J d(Aai)=Af*f dai 
and 
(1.5) 
f,/ d(Vai)=Vfxf da, (see [7, Theorem2.31). (1.5’) 
409/133/l-4 
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The following example might be useful for understanding the role played in 
this paper by every single theorem. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Let a be a fuzzy measure and W a non-empty family of 
subsets of X which contains the empty set 4 and X. Let B =.X(X, W) be 
the set of all functionsfG [0, 11” which are W-measurables. We recall here 
that a function f: X-+ [0, l] is W-measurable if, for all a, b E [0, 11, with 
a>b, there is a set HEW such that {f>a}~Hc{f>b} (see[8]). Let 
the functional T: B + [0, l] be defined by T(f) = f,f dcx. In [6] it is 
shown that for each W-measurable functionf and for each fuzzy measure p 
it is true that 
f fdB= i/ [/WI A /jf(N)]. 
X HEW 
(1.6) 
Therefore, a fuzzy measure p represents T if, and only if, for HE W, it holds 
that /3(H)=cr(H). Let 6=crl w. 
Denote by 6, and 6* the fuzzy measures on 9(X) defined by 
&.(A)=V {6(H): HEW, HcAj 
and 
6*(,4)=/j {6(H): HEW, HA}). (1.8) 
(1.7) 
We have a,=6, and fiT=6*. 
As we can notice in this example, the set M, is determined by the set- 
function 6, in the sense that M,= {a E F,(X): 81 w = S}. This suggests the 
following question: If T is representable by a fuzzy measure, does there 
exist W and 6: W - [0, I] such that 44, is the set of fuzzy measures that 
extend 6? 
It is evident that 6 must satisfy the following: “for all HE O-U, a,(H) = 
B,(H)=G(H).” And, conversely, if we put WT= {A E~(X):~~(A)=~.(A)}, 
then, using property (1.6), we have 
THEOREM 1.3. If T is representable by fuzzy measure and if each func- 
tion f E B is .%?,-measurable, then M, = (a E F,(X): alBr = S,} where 
6,:9&+ [0, l] is defined, for all HEB~, by d,(H)=a,(H). 
We emphasize that in this paper we not only give some necessary and 
sufficient conditions for a functional T to be representable by fuzzy 
measure (see Theorem 2.2 and Remark 2.3), but also make explicit in terms 
of T the fuzzy measures aT and fiT and also the fuzzy integrals f ( . ) da, 
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and f(+% ( see Theorem 2.5). On the other hand, it is shown that, in 
the case where T is defined on a fuzzy domain of integration B, every fc B 
is %$.-measurable (see Theorem 2.6 and Remark 2.7). Moreover, by using 
the results of Section 2, some functionals related to fuzzy additive 
measures [ 1) are studied (see Proposition 3.6 and Remark 3.8). 
It can be seen, finally, that Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 and a good part of 
results from the following sections continues to hold true if the considered 
fuzzy measures are valued in completely distributive complete lattices (see 
L-fuzzy measure in [7]). 
2. REPRESENTATION THEOREMS FOR F-FUNCTIONALS 
Let X be a non-empty set. 5 c [0, 11” is said to be a fuzzy domain of 
integration if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(B.l) 1 E II (1 is the function identically equal to 1, defined on X) 
(B.2) uf~5,fvu~lBand(f-f~u)~B,forallf~lEIandu~[O,l]. 
(B.3) If (gr\a)E5 and (g-gAa)EB, then gEEI, for each 
ge [0, 11” and UE [0, 11. 
Note. If B is a fuzzy domain of integration, then 5 satisfies the property 
(B.4) fv(gna)~~EI,forallf,g~lEI,f~ganda~[O,l]. 
In fact for every a~[O,l], u~[fv(g~u)]=g~u~EK and 
[fv (g A a)] - [fv (g A a)] A u=f-f~ UE B. Hence we obtain (B.4), 
using (B.3). Consequently, considering g = 1 in (B.4) we have 
(B.5) fvu~& for allfeE! and UE[O, 11. 
A mapping T: B + [0, l] which satisfies (T.l) and (T.2) is said to be an 
F-functional on B, when 5 is a fuzzy-domain of integration. 
Conditions (T.l) and (T.2) are equivalent to 
(T.3) T(l)= 1 and T(O)=O, 
(T.4) T[f v (g A a)] = T(f) v [T(g) A a] for any couple ft g E 5, 
f< g, and a~ [0, 11. 
The last property (T.4) is used in [7] to define abstract fuzzy integrals. 
Remark 2.1. If a E F,(X) and T(S) = fxfda for any j-~ [0, 1 I*, then T 
is an F-functional and T(qA)=a(A), for any A Ed, where VA is the 
characteristic function of the set A. 
The following result gives us a representation of the F-functionals by 
fuzzy measures: 
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THEOREM 2.2. If T is an F-functional on B, then T is representable b> 
fuzzy measure and, for all A E 9(X), M’e have 
+(A)=V {T(f):fNdf~% (2.1) 
BAA)=A {T(f):fWa>f+. (2.2) 
Proof: For any AEY(X) we set a’(A)=V{T(f):f<cp,,f~[Eg} and 
B’(A)=A (T(f):fBcp,,f~‘@ S’ mce T is an F-functional, T(0) = 0 and 
T( 1) = 1. Therefore, using (T.l) we see that both U’ and /I’ are fuzzy 
measures with GI’ </I’. So, to prove the theorem, it suffices to show that 
M,= [a’, fi’]. 
Let T(f) = fxfdy, for all f~ B. For a given set A c X, we consider 
fi, f2 E B such that fi < (Pi < f2. Since fxf dy is isotone, it follows 
that T(f,) 6 fx (PA dy = y(A) d T(fi). Consequently, V {T(f): f d (PA} d 
y(A) ,< /j {T(f): f 2 qA} for all f E El, that is y E [cc’, /I’]. 
Conversely suppose y E [a’, /I’], we will show that y E M,. Then T(f) d t 
implies T(f) < t v cI’{ f 3 t}, for all t E [O, l] and f~ B; and if T(f) > t, 
then it can be shown that T(f) < cr’(f 2 t}. In fact, in this case taking 
a E (0, 1) such that T(f) > a > t, the function g, d cp (/a ,) defined by 
gl=a 
fr\a--fAt 
a-t +(f-f A a) (2.3) 
is in B, since g, A a E 03 and (g, - g, A a) E B. Hence we have 
T(g,)<cr’(f at} and, since g, v a>f, it follows that T(g,) v aa T(f). 
Hence T( g, ) 2 T( f ), because T(f) > a. Therefore T(f) < a’{ f > t >. So, for 
all fe B: 
T(f)6 /j (2.4) 
fE co, II 
[t v a’{f >t)]=jxf dcl’. 
On the other hand, if T(f) 2 t then T(f) b t A /Y{ f 2 t}; and in the case 
where T(f) < t, it can be shown that T(f) 2 /I{ f 2 t}. In this case, taking 
a E (0, 1) with T(f) < a < t and defining the function g, 2 cp f,> ri by 
g*=(l --a) 
fAf-f/la 
t-u 
+f Aa, 
we have that g, E B. Hence T(g,) 2 j?‘{f 2 t}. Since f 2 g, A a it follows 
that T(f) 2 T( g2) A a. Hence T(f) 2 T( g2), because T(f) < a. Therefore 
T(f)aB’{f >t}. Then, for all fEkB, 
T(f)> v [t A P’{f at}] =fxf da’. (2.6) 
IE co, 11 
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Clearly fxf A’ Q fxf dy < fxf da’, because a’ < y Q 8’. Thus using (2.4) 
and (2.6) it follows that T(f) = fxf dy for all f~ B; that is, y EM,. 1 
Remark 2.3. The fuzzy measures 01, and fiT given in equalities (2.1) and 
(2.2) of Theorem 2.2 may change, if T: IEJ --) [0, l] but [E% is no longer a 
fuzzy domain of integration. This will be pointed out using two examples: 
EXAMPLE 1. Suppose that T: B, + [0, 1 J satisfies (T.l) and (T.2) and 
suppose that B, # @ is a family of functions of [0, 1 J” satisfying 
(B,.l) afE CO, I)* *afE B,, VaE [0, 11, VfE B,, 
(Br.2) f AaEIEgl,f-f AaEsI,andf vaE~lrVaEIO,l],VfE~,, 
(B,.3) f A aEBl and fv aEB,=>fEB,, VaE [0, l), VIE [0, 1)x, 
then 
and 
cM)=V {T(g): g<vA, gEB,) 
EXAMPLE 2. Suppose that T: B, + [0, 11, 0 <kc 1 satisfies (T.l) and 
(T.2) and suppose that Bz is a family of functions of [0, klX satisfying 
(B,.l) afEIO,klX=>afEBZ, Vae[O, 11, V'EB,, 
(B,.2) fAaEU&,f-fhaE&andf vaE~2,VaE[0,k],Vf~:B2, 
(B,.3) f A aE [E8* and f v aE B2 * fE B,, VaE [0, k], Vf E [0, klx, 
then 
v V’(g): g<pA, @b) for all A E P(X), A # X 
if A=X. 
if A {T(g): g>,kqPa, gsb} =k 
B’(A)={: {T(g): gab,, id%) otherwise. 
The following result on uniqueness of the fuzzy integral is a consequence 
of Theorem 2.2 (see also Theorem 2.2 of [7]). 
COROLLARY 2.4. Suppose that u E F,,,(X). The only F-functional 
T: [0, l]“+ [O, 11 that satisfies T(cp,)=a(A),for all AEP(X), is defined 
by T(f)=f,f da, for allfe [0, 11”. 
This corollary yields formulae (in terms of T) for fx ( . ) da, and 
fx+)dBr. 
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THEOREM 2.5. If T is un F-functional on B c [0, 11” then, for an!’ 
fe [0, l]“, we have 
f f dxT=v {T(g): gG.f, gEEI> X 
f Xf d/&=/j {T(g): g>f, ge B>. 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
Proof: Let T,(f) = V {T(g): g <f, gg B}; it must be shown that T, is 
an F-functional on [0, 11”. The isotonicity of T, is immediate. By Proper- 
ty (T.2) we have 
T,(f) A a=V CT(g) A a: gQf, gEEI 
=V [T(g A a): g<f, gEEI> (2.9) 
Since(g~a:g~f,gE~}={hE~:h,<fAa},thedefinitionofT,and 
Property (2.9) imply T,(f) A a= T,(f A a). We have T,(f) v a= 
V (T(g v a): gdf, gE B). Hence using {g v a: gQf, gEB)c 
{hE[EB:h<fva}, we get T,(f) v ad T,(f v a). To show that 
T,(f) v a 2 T,(f v a) it will suffice to check that T,(f v a) > a implies 
T,(f) 2 T,(f v a). For this purpose, choose b E (0, 1) such that 
T,(f v a)>b>a and let hdf v a with T(h)>b. Now, we set 
g, =b 
hAb-hr\a 
b-a > 
+(h-h A b). (2.10) 
The function g, belongs to B, and f > g,. It results that T(g,) = T(h). Since 
for every h 6 f v a such that h E B and T(h) > 6, we have that T(h) = 
T(g,)< T,(f), it follows that T.,.(f)3 T,(f v a). Therefore, T,(f) v a= 
T,(f v a), for everyfE [0, 11” and UE [0, 11. Hence we have shown that 
T, is an F-functional on [0, 11”. Now in view of Corollary 2.4, since 
T,(cp,)= a,(A) for every subset A of X, the equality (2.7) holds. 
Analogously, (2.8) is verified by using the F-functional T*(f) = 
A {T(g): g<f, gE[EB} defined for allfE [0, 11”. 1 
THEOREM 2.6. Let T be an F-functional defined on B c [0, llx. Then 
every function f E B is S&.-measurable. Moreover, the set K = (t E [O, 1): 
{f > t} 4 BT} is at most countable. 
Prooj Let f E B and 
Ii/(t) = a,{~: f (x) > t}, for every t E [0, 11, 
t(t) = BT(x: f(x) b t}, for every t E [0, 11, 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
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The functions \I/ and 4: are nonincreasing and $ G c. If $ and 5 are discon- 
tinuous on a set EC [0, l], then E is at most countable. It is, therefore, 
sufficient to show that rl/ = 5 on the point belonging to (0, 1 ), where both 
the functions are continuous. 
Let to be a point of continuity for both $ and l. Let us suppose that 
0 < $(to) < ((to). Then there exists an E > 0 such that 
5(f) 2 $(to) + ato) 
2 
for all t E [to - E, to + E]. 
Let g E B be defined by 
g=wo)Cf* (to+&)-J-f (b-E)1 (2.13) 
E 
We then have that 
/g2t)={f>&(-&-j-l)+to} forali tE[0,2$(to)]. 
0 
It follows that 
aT(g~~(to)}=a,{f~to}=~(to) 
which implies 
f g da,= VW,). x 
(2.14) 
Moreover, 
so that 
f g @T= v 
X IE co, 11 
In view of (2.14), we get’f,g djIr>fXg da,. This contradicts the fact that 
T is an F-functional on 5 (such functionals satisfy for every f~ 5 the 
equality fxf da T = fxf dflT).... [ 
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This last result is no longer valid if we consider the domain of 
integration B, of Remark 2.3, Example 2. 
Remark 2.7. It is important to notice that the representability of 
a functional T by fuzzy measure is preserved by an order isomorphism 
from the interval [0, 11 into [0, 11. More precisely, suppose that 
Ic/: [IO, 11 + [0, l] is an order isomorphism; let lEI$ = ($ of:f~ B} and Tti 
the functional defined by Tti(h) = +[T(I,-’ (oh)], for all h E B$. It results 
that a fuzzy measure tl represents T, if and only if $0 tl represents T@ 
(see [7]). On the other hand, we can observe that, even if B is a fuzzy 
domain of integration, the family of functions B!‘ might not be such. A con- 
dition on B, invariant by order isomorphisms of [0, l] into [0, 11 and 
assuring the repesentatibility of a functional T with properties (T.1 ), (T.2), 
is 
(c.1) For all fe B and for a, b E [0, l] with a > b, there exists a 
function gEB such that g v a=f v a and g<cplf,,,,. 
Another condition on IEI that also guarantees the representability of 
functional T with properties (T.l ), (T.2), is 
(c.2) For all f~ B and for all a, b E [0, l] with a > b, there exists 
ge B such that g A b=f A b and g>cpifbai. 
3. FUZZY-ADDITIVITY AND MEASURABILITY 
Let X# 0 and let ~1: P(X) + [0, l] be a fuzzy-measure. A set BE .9’(X) 
will be said a-fuzzy-measurable, if 
a(A)=a(AnB) v a(A-B), VA E i?(X). (3.1) 
Denote by 9$ the family of all a-fuzzy-measurable sets. 
PR0~0srT10N 3.1. If a is a fuzzy measure and if BE .9$ then a is fuzzy- 
additive, i.e., 
a(A u B) = a(A) v a(B), VA E 9(X). (3.2) 
Proof a(A u B) = a(A -B) v a(B) implies a(A u B) < a(A) v a(B) 
since a is isotone. The inequality in the other sense is immediate. a 
PROPOSITION 3.2. The family @a is a Boolean algebra. 
Proof: Clearly 0~9~ and XE~~,. If G, HE@~,, then G~HEF~, 
because for A E P(X), 
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a(A)=a(A-G) v a(!(AnG) 
a(A-G)=a[(A-G)nH] va[(A-G)-H] 
=a[(AnH)-G] v a[A-(GuH)] 
a(AnG)=a(AnGnH) v a[(AnG)-H]; 
SO that a(A)=a(AnGnH)va[(AnH)-G] va[A-(GuH)] v 
a(A n G) - H]. Now, since 
a(A-H)=a[(A-H)nG)] va[(A-H)-G] 
=a[(AnG)-H] v a[(A-(GuH)], 
then 
a(A)=a(AnGnH) v a(A-H) v a[(AnH)-G)] 
= a(A n G n H) v a(A - (Hn G)). 
Hence H n G E flm. If B E FE, then X - BE 5$ because for A E Y(X), 
a(A)=a(A-B)va(AnB) 
= a(A n (X-B)) v a(A -(X-B)). 
Since HuG=X-[(X-G)n(X-H)], we have that HuGcF@ for 
H,GEF~. Also, (H-G)EF~, because H-G=(X-G)nHE&. a 
It is important to remark that analogous results are obtained when “A” 
is used in the Definition 3.1 of a-fuzzy measurability. 
The following results (see Propositions 3.7, 3.8, and Remark 3.9) allow 
us to see what happens to a* and fl,. when the F-functional T and to the 
fuzzy domain of integration B satisfy some additional properties. 
A family W of subsets of X that contains both the empty set 0 and X 
will be called a puoing on X, and this will be indicated by (X, W). 
A fuzzy measure defined on a paving (X, W) is a set function 
6: W -+ [0, l] verifying 6(D) = 0, 6(X) = 1 and &HI) < 6(H,) for H, c H,, 
H,, H2 E W. To each fuzzy measure 6 on a paving (X, W) we can associate 
an F-functional f ( . ) dS on J(X, W) defined by ffdd=V,.. [6(H) A 
AX,Hf(x)] (see Example 1.2). 
Remark 3.3 (see Greco [6]). A function f~ [0, 1 ]* is W-measurable if
and only if for every pair a, /I of fuzzy measures over X such that 
alw=DIw~ the equality ff da = ff dB holds. Using this result, it is shown 
that zff is W-measurable, then for any fuzzy measure a over X, we have 
f,fda= V [a(H) * /‘/f(H)]= /\ (a(H) v vftH’l)- (3.3) 
HEW HEW 
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THEOREM 3.4. Let (X, W) be a paving M.ith W closedfor finite unions. Let 
6 be a fuzzy measure defined on (X, W). Then, the ,following statements ure 
equivalent :
S(A u B) = S(A) v S(B) ,for all A, BE W, (3.4) 
~~(f~g)dij=flJd~vi\gds, YL gEJf(X, W). (3.5) 
Proof: Iff, gEd(X, W) thenfv gEM(X, W). In fact for a,bE(O, l), 
a>b there exist H~,H,EW such that {f~a}cH,c{fgb} and 
(g>a}cH2c {g>bf, which implies that {f v g > a> c H, u H, c 
{f v g b b} where HI u H, E W due to the hypothesis. 
Defining j6(A) = AHE w {6(H):AcH, HEW} we have /?slw=6 and 
ffdB,=ffdh vff~.A(X W) ( see Remark 3.3). If 6 verifies (3.4), then /16 is 
fuzzy-additive in P(X), because, Bb being isotone, it is enough to verify that 
P6(A u B) 6 /?JA) v Pa(B), VA, BE 9(X). In fact, 
BAA u B) 6 /j t&H, u Hz)) 
AcH,. H,EW 
BcH~.H~EW 
= A (d(H,) v &Hz)) 
A c H, 
BcHz 
= PdA) v BAB). 
For all f, g E A(.Y, W ), 
f Jf v g)dd= V Ct A Bs(fv g8tjl fE co.11 
The implication in the inverse sense follows immediately from the fact 
that ‘PA~B=(PA v (PB, I 
Analogously, the following result can be proved. 
THEOREM 3.5. For the paving (X, W) with W closedforfinite intersection, 
and for a fuzzy measure 6 defined on (X, W ), the following are equivalent: 
S(A n B) = 6(A) A 6(B), VA, BEW (3.6) 
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PROPOSITION 3.6. Let T be an F-functional on B verifving: 
.fvgEb VJ gE& 
T(f v g) = T(f) v T(g), vt gE EL 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
Then flT is a fuzzy-additive-measure. 
Proof PT@ u B) 6 A {T(f, “fz): fi 2 (PA and f-2 2 V’PB) = 
(&,..A T(f,)) v CA,,.., T(fd)=ljAA) v PAW, VA, BED@-). Now, 
/?=(A u B) > fiT(A) v flT(B) follows from the isotonicity of /IT. So, PT is a 
fuzzy-additive-measure. m 
Remark 3.7. If, for any pair f, g E El, we have that f v ge B and 
T( f v g) = T(f) v T(g), then BT is closed by finite unions. In fact, 
ccT(A)VC(T(B)~C1T(AuB)~Br(AuB)=p.(A)vBT(B), VA,BE9(X). 
Now, if A, BE ,5& then CI~(A u B) = /3=(A u B) implies A u BE S&-. 1 
Remark 3.8. If T is an F-functional on B verifying the following 
properties 
fAkTE& tlf, geb (3.10) 
T(f* g)=T(f) * T(g)> VA gE& (3.11) 
then the fuzzy measure aT satisfies 
aAA n W = MA) A dW, VA, BE P(X). (3.12) 
Remark 3.9. The imposing of additional properties on T or on III is 
reflected by a= and flT (see Proposition 3.6 and 3.8). Similarly, if we sup- 
pose T to be homogeneous F-functional on B, then we can verify that 
T(af)=aT(f), VaE [0, 1] and feB, (3.13) 
if and only if ay and pT are functions with two values 0 and 1. 
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